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ROOM TEMPERA TORE TEWSILE TESTS AS AN INDEX OF
TRANSITION 'tEMpERATURE Or ~~ £1-.. ?L.,gr£

Progress Report No.5 on the Effect ot Fabrication Processes
o~ Steels U.ed in Pressure Vessels

by

Ssdun s. T8r-, Robert D. StoutO and Bruce G.JOhnston#

INTR()DUCTI()N

When the Pressure Vessel Rese.rch Project at Lehigh
I

University was started four yea~s ago it was with the pur

pose ot studying and determining the effects of Yarious

fabrication processes on the steels used in pressure vessels.

Ultimately, it was hoped that thrOUgh this extensive study,

not only would the general know.ledge in this field be .en

larged, but also data would result which tpe design engineer

could Make use of in pressure vessel design. Two steels

were selected and mejor parts of heats purchased. Four pro

gress reports have already been published as a result of

this 'programl ,2,3,4 1n wh1ch studies of var10us notch-bend

tests, the effects ot plastio stra1n end post heat treatments,

end the effects of weld1ng on these steels were ,reported.

In this paper further analysis of the data as reported in one

of the earlier papers, namely Progress Report No.3 by ()sbom,

Scotchbrook, Stout and JOhnston3, is presented,' and 1t is

*) Research Associate, Fritz Engr. Laboratory, Lehigh Univer.
0) Professor of Metallurgy, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa.
#) Professor of Struotural Engineering, University of Michigan,

former Director of Fritz Engr. Laboratory, Lehigh University
(1,2,3,4,5) Numbers pertaining to references listed at the

end ot the article



indicated that deformations in the standard tensile test at

room tempera ture are significantly related to the transi

tion temperature of these and other steels.

A relationship between tensile test results and transi

tion temperatures has been sought previously. Recently,

Dr. C. F. TipperS in her p'aper hCdrrelation of Test Results ll ~

said,' 1t ••• some relation between tensile t est results and

notch-bend and notch-tensile results is to be expected

-whenever plastic deformation occurs." However, her data

fail to substm t1ate this statement and she is forced to

state in her conclusion, "the transition temperatures can

not be predicted from the tensile test results, although

low transi tion tempera tures are associa ted with h5.gh vel ues

of reduction in area."

In this paper data are presented in a different manner

md it 1s shown that, allowing for a rather uniform zone of

scatter, a straight line relation does exist between tensi~

test results and trm sit10n temperatures.

MATERIAL

Steel Plate: Steel used 1n this investigation was aluminum

killed ASTM A-20l Grade A snd Rimmed ASTM A-70 (now A-28S)

in l~" and 5/8," t~ickness. Steel A-201 had 0.15 carbon snd

0.53 manganese and Steel A-70 had 0.20 carbon and 0.35

'manganese. (See reference 2 for 'further details.)

Plastic Straining: The Ii" material 1n both steels was
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tested after the following permanent straining operations:

1 - None
2 - 1% tension
3 - 5% tension
4 ~ 10% tension .
5 - 1% compression

The 1>/8" material was tested only after operation 3;
Hea t TrefJ tment after P1a etic Deformation: Materiel in each..
of the.sbove strained eond1t1ona was tested after the follow

ing heat treatments:

1 - Room tempera tu re
2 - ~OOoF
3 - SOOoF
4 - 1.150oF
5 - 16000 F

PROCEDURE
•

The materials used emd testing prOcedures were described

tully in references 1, 2 Ind 3; however, 1t may be pertinent

to glve e br1ef descrlptien of the Lehlgh slow-notch-bend,

Charpy, and tenslle spec~~ens, the~r treatments and the

testing methods, as adapted to the present program.

The Lehl~ Slow-Notch-Benf Test:

In Fig. 1 can be se.n the speclmen end the testing jig

used to detennlne trenslt1ontempsl"stures by the slow-bend

method. The notches were machined 1n two cuts after the

etralnln! and heat treating operations. The direction of

plostic etrain W88 in the dlr.eet1on ot the long axis ot the

epec1men. Trtlftsl tlon o\O'\,e8 were eetabll.hed by' testing

twelYe double notch spe~men8 at varlou. temperatures end
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observing the following criteria:

1. total energy absorbed in breaking s~imen

2. percent cleavage in the fracture surface

3. percent lateral contractfon 1/32 in. below the notch

after fracture.

To obtain a trens1tion curve and thus determine tho

transition temperature, each of the above given criteria

was plotted against the temperature of the test, and the

average of the po1nts et each temperature were joined by

stre1ght linee. The temperature corresponding to the

point on the curye at 50% of the maximum value was defined

as the transition temperature and was indicated by T
E

for

energy criterion, T for percent cleavage fracture crite-
B

rion and T for percent lateral contraction under the
N

no tch cri terion.

The Charpy Test:

Standard V-notch Charpy specimens with 8 0.08 in.

deep notch and with the direction of plestic strain para~

le1 to the long axis of the specimen were used. The notch.

direction was nonnel to the surface of the plate. Twenty

four specimens tested at six temperatures were'used to

plot the transition curve. Transition temperatures were
the

determined 1n the seme manner as in/Lehigh Slow-Notch-

Bend-Test.

Tensile Test:

Standard 0.505 in. diameter tensile specimens me-
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chined subsequent to the same plastic strain end heat treat

ment sequences were tested in duplicate and ell the perti

nent data were recorded.

Explena tion of the Grg;> hs :

The rela tionship between the ten.sile spe cimens and the

Lehigh slow-notch-bend or Charpy specimens wes obtained by

plotting the p~rcent reduction in area as obtained from the

standard room temperature tensile tests against transition

temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit as obtained from slow

notch-bend specimens or standard V-notch Charpy impact spe-

ted aga1nst:

lb (total

cimena. In addition "T 11 transition temperatures are plot...
N

!> A
ductility) • ~ n ...Q

A
b

( uniform ductility) 8'J. n ~
u A

m

In (necking ductility) =£n !.m
A

b
where: A - initial cross-sectional area-0

A - cro ss- s ec tion erea at breaking-b
A - cross-section area at maximum load-m

It should be borne in mind that the points on these graphs

repre~ent two different steels and 30 different treatments

.prior to tensile or trans ition tempere ture tes ts. Hence

a large variation in the resultant properties is represented

Discussion of the Gr~hs:

"..,-. II
In Fig.3 1n lateral contraction transition temperature

as obtained by the Lehigh slow-no tch-bend SlE cimen is plot-
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ted against the reduction in area. The reduction 1n area

values cover a range of 20% (from 50% to 70%) end the transi··

tion temperature covers a range of 200°F (from -l20oF to

taoOF). "The relationship is a straight line with some

scatter. Th.e scatter is of the magnitude to be exp9 cted

from this type of data. In F1g.4 "TN" transition tempera

ture as obtained from V-notch Charpy specimen are plotted

against %reduction in aree. The curve from Fig.3 is super

imposed here to afford e better comparison between the two

tests. The Charpy transition temperatures are roughly gOOF

higher than th~se obtained for similarly treated steel by .

the Lehigh slow-notch-bend test. Fig.5 shows the relation

between Lehigh slow-notch-bend end V-notch Charp y transi

tion temperatures where %contraction under the notch is

used as criterion.

It cen be seen that in spite of the scetter there is

a definite correlation between the two test methods. In

Fig.6, percent reduction in area values are plotted agains~

the energy transition temperature as obtained from V-notch

Charpy sp3 cimens with the energy absorbed during test used

as criterion. The resulting straight line is practically

the sene as in Fig.4. However, the points are bunched

together indicating that the energy criterion for use in

transition temperature determination with the Charpy spe-

cimen is not as sensitive to changes in strain or heat

treatment as percent contraction uder the notch meesure-

ments.
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In Fig.? (. (total ductil~ty)hee been plotted against
b

Lehigh slow-notch-bend transition temperature T. Here
N

a gain the straight line rela tionsh ip is in evidence. How-

Ever,' whe:l C end r , uniform ductility rod necking ducti··
'-1.1 L n

lity: respectively, ere plotted against transition tempe-

ratures T!"l'- Fig .. 8 and 9, the relation is obscured by exces··

si ve sea tter o

Fracture appearance used 88 a criterion for transi-

tion temperature determin'Btion is not 8S sensitive as

ei thsr the energy cri terion or%'contraction c ri terion in

the Charpyor Lehigh slow-notch-bend tests. In Fig.10

tranmtlon tempera tures as determined by fra c ture appear...

ance defined as percent cleavage has been plotted agmnst

percent reduction in area values obtained from tensile

tests. ~e relationship is not of the straight line type

but rather curvilinear.

Up to this point all of the data presented have been

confined to the results of the r~search performed at

Lehigh University. However, it was considered desirable tc

to survey the transition temperature literature to uncover'

some substantiating date suitable for plotting percent

reduction in area against transition temperature. Such

data we::-e found in the ASM Campbell Memorial Lecture of

19476 delivered ,by Dr. A. B. Kinzel. The K:tnzel, 1il'6w~

notch··bend. ~ec:trnE,1t.· F1~11, s:"jd" testi-ng. jilS', .F~,t,.l2,

are v.'"er;y .31rti'tler 'm' those used in tpe Lehigh
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slow-notch-bend method. The main differences in the test

specimens are in the plate thickness and the V-notch depth;

the Kinzel specimen was ~ inch thick end the V-notch was

0.05 inches deep; whereas the Lehigh specimen as used in

the Pressure Vessel Research Program was 5/8" thick with

O.OS'! deep V-notch. The differences in the testing jig ere

the specimen support span which is 4~ inches in the Kinzel

jig and 7 in. in the Lehigh jig and the ram tip which in the

Kinzel jig has a radius of til and in the Lehigh jig has i"

radius.

It is noteworthy, however, that contraction under the

notch wes used as a criterion for transition temperature

determination and also both tensile and slow-notch-bend

tests were performed on a great variety of steels ranging

from pla·in carbon to alloy, Moreover, the fact that both

of these investigations were performed on steels similarly

treated enables one to make a correlation study similar to

that carried out for the Lehigh data.
6

The data from the Kinzel paper are plotted in Fig.13.

The percent reduction in area values are obtained from room

temperature tensile tests and the transition temperature

velues are obtained from the Kinzel slow-notch-bend specimen

using the under-notch contraction as criterion. It should

De noted that Kinzel used the temperature corresponding to

1 percent contraction in the trmsition curve as his transi

tion temperature. Therefore, his temperature values appear
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lower then the Lehigh values. To permit a comparison of

this straight line, Lehigh transition temperatures were

redetermined from the original transition curves, at I

percent contraction~ When the Lehigh percent reduction in

erea values are replotted against these tr~sttion tempera

tures in Fig.14, it becomes obvious that they l1e practically

on the same line as the Kinzel data, Fig.15. It should be

noted that three groups of steels are represented in the

Kinzel data and therefore, a wide range of reduction in area

end transition temperature values are present. It is inte

resting that the Lehigh values which represent two plain

low carbon steels should fallon the same curve as the car

bon and alloy steels of the Kinzel data.

When %elongation data are substituted for reduction

in area, as in Fig.16 and 17, the transition temperatures

(% contraction criterion) no longer fell into a satisfac

tory correlation with the tensile results of either Lehigh

or Kinzel.

CON C L U S ION

The curves presented in this paper show that, allowing

for e band of scatter, there is defini tely a strai ght lire

relationship between tensile test result s, and Charpy or

slow-notch-bend transition temperatures o Farticularly, this

is true of the correlation between percent reduction of

area values obtained from the standard tensile test s~ ci-
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mens and the transition temperatures 8S obtained using lateral

contraction as criterion. Moreover, this relationship is

substantiated by an analysis of results from similar tests
6conducted by Kinzel at an earlier date~

These curves,therefore~leadone to the conclusion that'
a

reduction in area as determined by/tensiie test may have

more significance than is generally reallzed o If interprc,"cec::

in this manner it has the advantage of requiring only a fe,,)

tensile tests as compared to 24 notch bend teRts needed fo~:'

transition temperature determination. The ultimate aim ill

this type or correlation would be to substitute the stand

ard tensile test where the many limitations of the V-notch

bend specimens such as the severity of the notch, the condi-
etc.

tion of the notch bottom, the speed of bending,/are absent.

Moreover, the tensile test is relatively easy to p~rform

and is universally accepted.
7William end Ellinger have shown tha t pIa tes from

Liberty ships in which fractures occurred possess an average

of from 6 to 12 ft. Ibs. V-no tch Charpy va lues when tes ted

at the temperature of the ship failure. If such a criterion

of energy level can be applied to pressure vessels, then it

would mean that a steel which has ~ V-notch Charpy v~ue'

lower than some specified value at temperatures at which

the finished pressure vessel will operate, would be unsatis·..

factoryo Using this specified energy level criterion, V

notch Charpy transition temperatures could be determined on
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and
a number of steels and treatment~plottedag~ percent reduc-

tion in eraa (obtained from room temperate tensile tests) on

the sams Etes~E. a direct corre18ticn between the operating

tempera ';;'l-~r'e v.-::· bh<:1 p.ressure vesseJ. and ';;he ~ercen t reduction

'of area j.'eq11~~ed :!..l; the steel would thereby 'ne established.

In the fat:t'i~/;.tio]l cf pressure vessels .• '~h'3 steel is subje:.·';;:,:(,

to cert8.ln'j6lJd:1":lg .. prE-ssing or welding or comblnatio:1 cf'

these opera tlcns w::' t:':1 the accompl3l1y:!.ng j_owe~i:t: g .) f the duc t:L'"

1ity. This loes in ductility could be dete~mined by the

design engineer] and before the tensile tests are made,

1y, the reduction in area after such a prestrain might be

predicted by reference to a comple'ce true stress-strain curve

of the materl cl. :n this way the percent reduction in area

determined by the tensile test would more or less represent

those portiQllS ot the pressure vessel that were strained and

therefore ratair~ :i.t)SS available duct1Iitj"orrhe transition

tempera 'cure eorre3ponding to the redu.ct:~on in erea as deter-

mined by the Above method would then indica te the suitability

of that particula~ ~teel for use in B ~ressure vessel at that

tempera ture.,

It would be 0,:' major interest tc jc'r.ermine if the same

type of rela t:;_or-shlp would hold truu 1:~ ~i:'la t har tensile Bp ecir'

mens we:,"e U.S6U in 3'i;cad of round bar.

It:!. 8 hu~e(l 'cha t other inves tiga tors will determine the

relationships repo~ted herein end that future work be guided
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along these lines. It. would be desirable to obto1n tensile

end transition temperature data from pressure vessels that

have fail ed.,

SUMMARY

Stra1~rt line re18tlon~hips have ~eefl a~own to exist

between room temperatnre round bDr tensile test results and

transi tion tempc:retures as determined. by J.J8hig'l:1 slow·-notc':1··

bend, Kinze:L. slow.. notch-bend and V-.notch Cllarpy methods~ The

possibili ty of using room tempere ture tensile tests to l:I' edict

trans1tion temperetures of pressure vessel steels has been in

dicated.
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